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Prude, a Black man, died of asphyxiation after officers put a spit hood over his head during the
throes of a mental health crisis. His killing in March sparked days of protests. A vehicle rests on
its side after a rollover accident involving golfer Tiger Woods along a road in the Rancho Palos
Verdes section of Los Angeles on Tuesday. Woods suffered leg injuries in the one-car accident
and was undergoing surgery, authorities and his agent said. Ringo H. Top left: An officer asks
people to observe lockdown rules in Brighton, England. Bottom left: A protester at a lockdown
demonstration in Brussels, Belgium last month. Top right: Malaysian health officers screen
passengers with a thermal scanner at Kuala Lumpur Airport in January Bottom right:
Employees eat their lunch in Wuhan, China, in March Visitors with the Bil Weekend tourism
company take photographs at the site of the ancient ruins of Babylon, with a palace more
recently built by Saddam Hussein in the background. Alice Fordham for NPR hide caption.
Software engineer Tracy Chou's own experience on social media led her to create Block Party,
an app that helps people filter their feeds to manage online abuse and harassment. Elizabeth
Dalziel for NPR hide caption. United Airlines Flight approaching Denver International Airport,
after experiencing "a right-engine failure" shortly after takeoff from Denver. Days after the
explosion of an airplane engine over Colorado, the FAA is requiring all aircraft equipped with
the same components to undergo fresh inspections, effective immediately. Poet and author
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, pictured above in , was born on March 24, AP hide caption. In ,
Ferlinghetti published the first edition of Allen Ginsberg's Howl. According to one critic, his
greatest accomplishments were fighting censorship and starting a small-press revolution.
Crews attach straps in July to the statue of Confederate Gen. Stuart in Richmond, Va. The
statue was one of several that were removed by the city in following nationwide protests against
systemic racism. An annual survey by the Southern Poverty Law Center found that Confederate
symbols, 94 of them monuments, came down across the country, virtually all in the aftermath of
George Floyd's killing. The White House tried to simulate the experience instead. Maintaining
friendships and social networks during the pandemic often takes effort. The pandemic has
prolonged the post-graduation transition amid a tough economy. With the lack of in-person
interaction, young professionals are trying to adjust to a diminishing social circle. A new TV
series brings Superman and Lois back to the small screen â€” with a twist. This time, they're
small-town parents trying to raise teenagers and deal with ordinary and not-so-ordinary life. In
an effort to boost vaccination rates among a skeptical public, Bulgaria has opened up COVID
inoculations to all who want them â€” with many waiting in line for hours to receive a first dose.
Michael Sowers, of Sunbury, Pa. Courtesy of the Sowers family hide caption. He taught his son
how to play the tear-jerking folk-rock staple. Now, his son is passing it on to Michael's
grandson. A24 hide caption. Lee Isaac Chung's semi-autobiographical film centers on a South
Korean family trying to make it as farmers in rural Arkansas. Minari proves that a small story
can feel bigger than a blockbuster. Convinced the election was stolen, thousands of Trump
supporters storm the U. Capitol building on Jan. Despite days of widespread incitement on
social media in advance of the insurrection encouraging extremist Trump supporters to assault
the U. Capitol, law enforcement was unprepared and overwhelmed. Students chat while waiting
for history class to start at Oak Ridge High School in September of , when the once all-white
high school was desegregated by order of the Atomic Energy Commission. The Tennessee
city's school board is now formally including the story of its integration in its curriculum. Powell
warned it will take time to put millions of jobless Americans back to work, while also
downplaying inflation threats. The Boston Globe is one of a handful of newsrooms across the
country that are revisiting old stories and removing or altering them to minimize the harm they
may cause to those covered. The Boston Globe has begun letting people ask to revisit or
remove past coverage of their actions that has since damaged their reputations. Here's how a
similar effort has played out in Cleveland. Deb Haaland, D-N. If confirmed, she would be the first
Native American to hold the post. Despite Biden's ambitious climate plan, Haaland told
lawmakers the country would not abandon fossil fuels "overnight. The U. But some states are
working faster than others. See how yours is faring. Accessibility links Skip to main content
Keyboard shortcuts for audio player. Don't Tell Me! NPR Shop. Also top stories from business,
politics, health, science, technology, music, arts and culture. Subscribe to podcasts and RSS
feeds. America Reckons With Racial Injustice. Goats and Soda. More NPR content after sponsor
message. Review TV Reviews. The Coronavirus Crisis. Songs Of Remembrance. Review Movie
Reviews. National Security. Environment And Energy Collaborative. Shots - Health News. Is
Yours? Music Videos. Daniel Wood. Ruth Talbot. Thomas Wilburn. Now the virus has spread to
every corner of the globe. More than million infections have been reported worldwide, and the
death toll is above 2 million, according to researchers at Johns Hopkins University. India and
Brazil have the second and third highest tally of cases respectively. Explore the chart below to
find a country-by-country breakdown of new and total cases since January Explore how the

number of coronavirus cases have shifted in different parts of the world over time. The first
chart compares each continent to each other, while the next charts highlight the number of
cases in select countries by region. To compare country outbreaks, the chart below graphs
trend lines for average new daily cases and deaths against each country's totals to date. This
type of visualization highlights a state's daily growth or decline relative to the overall size of its
outbreak. When both new and total case and death counts grow quickly, the curves bend
upward. As new cases and deaths slow, the curves level or bend down. In countries like Israel,
which is seeing a second wave of case growth after an initial wave in April, the line forms a
V-shape, as the initially bent curve spikes upwards again. Click here to see the state-by-state
breakdown of cases in the United States. Accessibility links Skip to main content Keyboard
shortcuts for audio player. Don't Tell Me! NPR Shop. The respiratory disease has spread rapidly
across six continents and has killed at least 2 million globally. Coronavirus By The Numbers.
February 23, AM ET. Daniel Wood Twitter. Stephanie Adeline. Tracking The Coronavirus U.
World Europe Map. Facebook Twitter Flipboard Email. Domenico Montanaro. His performance in
the first presidential debate was widely panned; Trump and several members of his inner circle
contracted COVID; and then the president said he was pulling out of the next debate, after the
debate commission said it wanted the candidates to appear from remote locations , citing safety
concerns in the wake of Trump's diagnosis. The latter has left the fate of the remaining debates
in doubt, as the campaigns and commission scramble to figure out how to proceed. Given all of
that, Trump's standing in the NPR electoral map analysis has gotten worse. With states that are
determined to be likely to go for either candidate or leaning toward them, Democrat Joe Biden
now leads Trump, That puts Biden â€” right now â€” above the electoral vote threshold needed
to win a majority of the available, leaving Trump with an uphill climb to win reelection. It comes
with less than a month to go in the election â€” and with millions of votes already cast. To put
Biden's lead in context, even if Trump wins all the remaining toss-up states, it would not be
enough for him to win. The president would need to make gains in the next three weeks in
states now leaning toward Biden. Of course, Trump was able to do so against Hillary Clinton in ,
particularly in the Upper Midwest. We will update our map in a couple of weeks before the
election â€” and things very well may shift and tighten between now and then, as they did in
Fueling Biden's lead, according to national and statewide surveys, continues to be the former
vice president's overperformance with white voters, suburban voters, independents and
seniors, all groups Trump won in Biden is showing strength in the Midwest and is also eating
into Trump's margins in traditionally red states. Biden is unlikely to win places like Alaska,
Missouri, Montana and South Carolina, but being more competitive there than Hillary Clinton
was in is putting him on track to surpass Clinton's vote total and popular vote margin of 3
million more than Trump. It should be noted, however, that Trump remains within striking
distance, especially in the Sun Belt states, across the South and West. What's more, Democrats
are worried about mail-in voting, not because of fraud, but because of the high rate of
disqualification of mail-in ballots because technicalities like not signing in the correct place.
Democratic voters are saying by far greater margins than Republicans that they're more likely to
vote by mail, rather than in person, because of the coronavirus pandemic. Wisconsin: Polls
have shown a consistent bent toward Biden this cycle. We had been reluctant to move it to Lean
D, given Wisconsin's high percentage of whites without a college degree, a strongly pro-Trump
group. Arizona: This is a closer race than Wisconsin with Biden up 4 points on average. It's just
on the edge of remaining in the Toss-Up category, but here are a couple of points for why we
moved it: 1 Trump hasn't led here since early March and 2 when you look inside the polls, Biden
is consistently doing better than Clinton did in Maricopa County, where two-thirds of the state's
vote comes from, and he's even ahead of Clinton's margins in Pima County, the traditionally
Democratic area where Tucson is. Martha McSally, which could help Biden's chances as well.
Nebraska Despite its Republican lean and the Democrat in the district's U. House race polling
close or behind the GOP incumbent, this Omaha-area district has continued to favor Biden.
Iowa: This is a state that should favor Trump, given he won it last time and its significant white,
non-college-educated population. But polls have shown it neck and neck, with Biden ahead in
some recent surveys. Nebraska This district borders the 2nd Congressional District,
encompassing the college town of Lincoln and some Omaha suburbs. It should be a district that
goes to Trump easily, but polls have shown the race within 5 points there. Missouri: This used
to be a traditional battleground state but has has fallen off in the last two election cycles. The
key here is if Biden continues to overperform with whites, margins will become tighter in red
states and in red counties in swing states. Alaska: The tightening margins in these kinds of
places are signs of a potential wave. We'll see if that holds over the next few weeks, but right
now, Biden is closer in the polling average in Alaska than Trump is in Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Wisconsin or Nevada. Trump has got his work cut out for him. So let's see if they move the

numbers and where things are in a couple weeks. But given Texas' voting history and the GOP's
statewide political power, this one still leans toward Trump for now. South Carolina, Kansas,
Montana: All of these are traditionally red states that Trump won by significant double-digit
margins in But each of them is within 10 points in the race between Trump and Biden, according
to the polls. All of that points to a rising sea level for Biden. Does it stay that way? The
southeastern Sun Belt states were expected to be very competitive, but Ohio was thought to be
trending steadily Republican. That tells you a lot about the landscape and Trump's struggles in
the Midwest. Florida, at one point this summer , looked as if it was leaning toward Biden, but
there is almost no path to reelection for Trump without Florida. So his campaign doubled down
there and the race tightened, though a couple of polls this week have shown Biden opening up
a lead again. To read more about our methodology, as well as several scenarios for potential
paths to for each candidate, click here. Accessibility links Skip to main content Keyboard
shortcuts for audio player. Don't Tell Me! NPR Shop. Still, Trump remains within striking
distance in several important places. Facebook Twitter Flipboard Email. October 9, AM ET.
Heard on All Things Considered. President Trump biden South Carolina. Connie Hanzhang Jin.
Alyson Hurt. Thomas Wilburn. Daniel Wood. Ruth Talbot. More than 28 million people in the U.
Tens of thousands of new cases are reported daily nationwide. In the graphics below, explore
the trends in your state. View the data via a heat map immediately below , curve charts , a table
of state-by-state trends over four weeks, or a map of total cases and deaths. The map above
shows the risk of infection in each state based on new daily cases per capita. The consortium of
researchers and public health experts who developed these risk levels advises states in the red
category to issue stay-home orders. They advise orange states to consider stay-home orders,
along with increased testing and contact tracing. Yellow states need to keep up social
distancing and mask usage, and all states should continue testing and contact tracing. To
compare state outbreaks, the chart above graphs trend lines for average new daily cases and
deaths against each state's totals to date. This type of visualization highlights a state's daily
growth or decline relative to the overall size of its outbreak. When both new and total case and
death counts grow quickly, the curves bend upward. As new cases and deaths slow, the curves
level or bend down. In New York, the curve rose sharply before reaching over , total cases in
April. New cases fell from about 10, per day in mid-April to under a day most of the summer,
before starting to rise in the fall. Explore the map above to see totals and per capita figures
around the country for both new confirmed cases and reported deaths from COVID New York
was the original epicenter of the pandemic in the U. Click here to see a global map of confirmed
cases and deaths. To show trends, the table below shows the change in average new cases per
day in each state, week over week for the last 28 days. States marked in shades of red have
growing outbreaks; those in shades of green, are declining. The graphics on this page pull from
data compiled by the Center for Systems Science and Engineering at Johns Hopkins University
from several sources, including the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; the World
Health Organization; national, state and local government health departments; 1point3acres ;
and local media reports. The JHU team automates its data uploads and regularly checks them
for anomalies. This may result in occasional data discrepancies on this page as the JHU team
resolves anomalies and updates its feeds. State-by-state recovery data are unavailable at this
time. There may be discrepancies between what you see here and what you see on your local
health department's website. Figures shown do not include cases on cruise ships. Fluctuations
in the numbers may happen as health authorities review old cases and or update their
methodologies. The JHU team maintains a list of such changes. This story was originally
published on March 16, Elena Renken was a co-author on that version. Sean McMinn and
Audrey Carlsen contributed to this story. Carmel Wroth edited this story. Accessibility links
Skip to main content Keyboard shortcuts for audio player. Don't Tell Me! NPR Shop.
Coronavirus By The Numbers. February 23, AM ET. Stephanie Adeline. Connie Hanzhang Jin
Twitter. Alyson Hurt Twitter. Daniel Wood Twitter. Tracking The Coronavirus U. Is Yours? COVID
coronavirus. Facebook Twitter Flipboard Email. Hansi Lo Wang. Aaron Carapella, a self-taught
mapmaker in Warner, Okla. Finding an address on a map can be taken for granted in the age of
GPS and smartphones. But centuries of forced relocation, disease and genocide have made it
difficult to find where many Native American tribes once lived. As a teenager, Carapella says he
could never get his hands on a continental U. Now, the year-old designs and sells maps as large
as 3 by 4 feet with the names of tribes hovering over land they once occupied. Carapella has
designed maps of Canada and the continental U. View the full map PDF. Courtesy of Aaron
Carapella hide caption. For more than a decade, he consulted history books and library
archives, called up tribal members and visited reservations as part of research for his map
project , which began as pencil-marked poster boards on his bedroom wall. So far, he has
designed maps of the continental U. A map of Alaska is currently in the works. What makes

Carapella's maps distinctive is their display of both the original and commonly known names of
Native American tribes, according to Doug Herman, senior geographer at the Smithsonian
National Museum of the American Indian in Washington, D. This map of Mexico features both
the original and commonly known names of some indigenous nations. He adds that some
Native American groups got stuck with names chosen arbitrarily by European settlers. They
were often derogatory names other tribes used to describe their rivals. For example,
"Comanche" is derived from a word in Ute meaning "anyone who wants to fight me all the time,"
according to the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Whether you're naming places or naming peoples,
you are therefore asserting a power of sort of establishing what is reality and what is not. Look
at a map of Native American territory today, and you'll see tiny islands of reservation and trust
land engulfed by acres upon acres ceded by treaty or taken by force. Carapella's maps serve as
a reminder that the population of the American countryside stretches back long before and Take
a closer look at Aaron Carapella's map of the continental U. He sells prints on his website.
Carapella describes himself as a former "radical youngster" who used to lead protests against
Columbus Day observances and supported other Native American causes. He says he now sees
his mapmaking as another way to change perceptions in the U. Accessibility links Skip to main
content Keyboard shortcuts for audio player. Don't Tell Me! NPR Shop. That's why the
Oklahoma man designed his own map. Facebook Twitter Flipboard Email. June 24, PM ET.
Heard on All Things Considered. Enlarge this image. Domenico Montanaro. The final NPR
Electoral College map analysis shows Democrat Joe Biden going into Election Day with the
clear edge, while President Trump has a narrow but not impossible path through the states key
to winning the presidency. Among states leaning or likely to go in a particular candidate's
direction, Biden leads by electoral votes to Trump's A candidate needs electoral votes to win a
majority of the votes available â€” and the presidency. That means even if Trump were to win all
of the toss-up states, he'd still come up 11 electoral votes short and would need to win over at
least one state currently leaning in Biden's direction. The Trump campaign has its eyes on
Pennsylvania. Trump faced a similar predicament in , though if he were to win this time, it would
indicate an even greater polling error than was seen in key states four years ago. The math is
daunting but does not rule Trump out entirely. He is within the margin of error in all seven of the
toss-up states and the one toss-up congressional district in Maine. Unlike every other state,
Nebraska and Maine are not winner-take-all. They apportion their electoral votes through a
combination of statewide vote and congressional district vote. In Texas and Ohio, Trump
currently leads narrowly in the polling averages. In the others â€” Georgia, Iowa, Florida, North
Carolina, Arizona and Maine's 2nd congressional district â€” Biden leads by about 3 percentage
points or less on average. If all of those go Trump's way, and if all the states leaning toward
Biden except Pennsylvania stick with the former vice president, suddenly it would be a to map.
That would make Pennsylvania the decider and it's a state that could take longer to count its
vote this year, because it's not used to processing the high amount of mail-in ballots it is
receiving this year. That could result in a scenario with an election hanging in the balance well
past election night. Peeling off Michigan by itself would also give Trump enough electoral votes
in this scenario, as would winning a combination of Wisconsin and the one electoral vote in
Nebraska. So in short, there's a lot of uncertainty heading into Tuesday. Yes, Biden has been
consistently ahead nationally and holds small but consistent leads in the competitive states.
But for lots of Democrats, well, they've heard that before. When all the votes are counted, it's
very possible we could see a Biden blowout â€” or a Trump squeaker. This one is a tip of the
scale toward Biden. He has held a narrow but consistent lead in Arizona, not trailing since early
March. This month, Biden expanded his lead to about 4 points on average. Even then, that was
right on the threshold of a move, especially for a state that hasn't gone Democratic in a
presidential election since , which was a three-person race. If Biden maintains his edge with
suburban white voters and there's strong Latino turnout, this one is ripe for the flipping. But
early voting is through the roof, and it includes lots of young people and Latinos. While Trump
has taken a small lead in polling, the race is still stubbornly close, and extrapolating out what
the high turnout means is an unknown variable. That's right. Now, is Biden going to win
Montana? Probably not. But this is a state that Trump won by 20 points in , and he's up, if you
can believe it, just 6 in the latest polls. This is also good news for Democratic Gov. Steve
Bullock in his Senate bid, as Democrats seek to take back that chamber. What accounts for this
is Biden's support among white voters and Trump's unpopularity. Especially because of Biden's
likely uptick in Texas, it means he could be on track to win a larger margin in the national
popular vote than Hillary Clinton did in Imagine a scenario in which Biden loses narrowly in the
states key to the Electoral College while winning a 5 million to 7 million popular vote margin. It's
possible. The state has a high percentage of whites without college degrees and went for
Clinton in by only about 2, votes, but Trump's approval rating here is the worst of the

competitive states. Ohio Toss-Up : Trump is trending upward in the polls and has taken a lead
here. His campaign is also confident it will win here. It's still close and in the Toss-Up range, but
this one is a tip of the scale to Trump. It's not inconceivable that Biden could win here. He's
polling well with w
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hite voters for a Democrat, and Barack Obama won Iowa twice. Pennsylvania Lean D : It
remains Lean Democratic, but the race has tightened slightly from earlier this month. Biden held
a comfortable 7-point lead three weeks ago; he's now up 5 on average. The Biden campaign has
expected that tightening, as wavering Trump voters make up their minds. And this is one of the
most hotly contested states in the United States. Kansas and Indiana Likely R : Just noting that
both of these states are just about at or within point margins. Trump won Kansas by 21 points
in and Indiana by Trump will likely win them again, but a tighter margin is going to pile onto
Biden's potential popular vote lead. Accessibility links Skip to main content Keyboard shortcuts
for audio player. Don't Tell Me! NPR Shop. It's possible to see Biden win a blowout or Trump
again eke out a win. Facebook Twitter Flipboard Email. October 30, AM ET. Heard on Morning
Edition. Election Officials Stress Other Options. Credit: NPR.

